
FIRST SENTENCE IN WRITING A CONCLUSION GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

Conclusion Paragraph Graphic Organizer. PART I: CONNECT back to paragraph. Write the first sentence of your
conclusion paragraph on the line below.

Remember, the topic sentences, explanation and evidence all must relate to and tie back to your thesis
statement. Creating a strong essay means making sure that you have a clear introduction , several body
paragraphs, and knowing how to write a conclusion paragraph. Look at the issue from various viewpoints.
Learn more about the different types of transition words. Read your paper aloud to check whether you have
avoided using choppy sentences and that your paper flows. Draw your conclusions based on the evidence you
presented 3. Be concise and clear; you should be able to summarize each main point in a simple phrase that
avoids restating each detail and piece of evidence related to the point. It should tie back to one of the points in
your thesis. Here are some examples: Chronological - words about the order of things First, second, third.
Introduce your topic to your reader by answering your most basic skinny questions b. Avoid using informal
language texting language, slang, vernacular, contractions. Be sure to avoid the following missteps: New
Information. Remember to paraphrase when not using direct quotes. What is the significance of this
information my own thinking or analysis goes here Use the same format as above for all of your body
paragraphs 1. Topic Sentence should be one of your main Skinny Questions Answered. Convince your readers
that your opinion is valid but, you don't want them to feel lectured at, critcized or insulted if they disagree with
your ideas. Edit Reread your paper to check for grammatical and spelling errors. When 3. The topic sentence
should state your first reason as to why you believe your thesis is true The next sentences should be your
thinking or analysis or explanation of why this is important The next sentences should present your examples
or evidence for why you believe your thinking or argument is true The next sentences should provide details
related to this evidence to convince your reader that your argument is true and valid Then, follow this same
formula for all your other body paragraphs. Use ideas from experts to validate your opinion. Allow classmates
to read your paper, because they might catch errors you overlooked. Who d.


